Traumatic stress affects alcohol-drinking behavior through cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript 55-102 in the paraventricular nucleus in rats
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Abstract. Cumulative evidence has suggested an association between stress and alcohol self-administration; however, less is known about the role of traumatic stress in alcohol drinking behavior. It has been reported that cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART) 55-102 may be involved in mediating stress responses and regulating reward and reinforcement. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the role of CART 55-102 in alcohol drinking behavior of rats in the presence or absence of traumatic stress. Alcohol drinking behavior was examined using the two-bottle choice drinking paradigm (one bottle contained 10% alcohol and the other contained filtered water), which was initiated 1, 3 and 7 days post-trauma (T1, T3 and T7), for 14 days in rats; the control group was initiated from T0. The results indicated that exposure to trauma significantly increased alcohol consumption and preference, particularly drinking from T3. Immunohistochemistry revealed that the lowest level of CART 55-102 immunoreactivity within the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) was exhibited in the T3 group. Additionally, an intra-PVN injection of CART 55-102 attenuated alcohol-drinking behavior in a dose-dependent manner, in the T3 group. Furthermore, the significant increase in circulating adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) and corticosterone (CORT) concentrations in the T3 group were inhibited by CART 55-102 administration to the PVN, in particular CORT levels were significantly decreased. Positive correlations between alcohol preference and ACTH and CORT levels were also observed. These results indicated that CART 55-102 in the PVN serves an inhibitory role in traumatic stress-induced alcohol drinking behavior, possibly through disturbing hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis hyperactivity.

Introduction

Alcohol abuse is characterized by an escalation from low or moderate alcohol consumption to excessive consumption and compulsive alcohol uptake, and is associated with numerous environmental and genetic factors (1,2). Harmful alcohol use is associated with substantial morbidity and mortality, through disrupting the function of the brain, liver, gastrointestinal tract and pancreas (3,4). It has previously been indicated that alcohol consumption is influenced by stressful stimuli that serve as risk factors, including inescapable foot shock, restraint, forced swim and social defeat in animals, and life stressors (such as job loss, divorce, earthquakes or other traumatic events) in humans (5,6). Among these stimuli, trauma is the most common, experienced at least once by 50-70% of people in their lifetimes (7). Trauma not only destroys healthy body tissue, but can also lead to the development of functional disorders within the nerve-endocrine-immune system. Therefore, traumatic stress was used as a stressor in our previous study, which indicated that immunosuppression is accompanied by a decrease in splenocyte proliferation and natural killer cell activity 1-3 days post-trauma; however, complete recovery was observed by day 7 (8). Furthermore, inflammation induced by some factors, such as lipopolysaccharides, has been deemed to result in a persistent increase in alcohol self-administration (9,10). It has thus been speculated that a causal relationship exists between traumatic stress and alcohol consumption; and days 1, 3 and 7 post-trauma appear to be associated with triggering alcohol problems.

Cocaine-and-amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART) was originally described as an mRNA, which is increased in the rat striatum following acute cocaine administration (11). Peptides produced by CART exhibit a high to moderate distribution in the hypothalamus, in particular the paraventricular nucleus (PVN), arcuate and supraoptic nuclei, and in the anterior lobe of the pituitary and adrenal medulla (12). It has been reported that these peptides are involved in the regulation of biological processes, including feeding, stress,
reward, metabolism, anxiety and depression (13,14). Kuhar and Yoho (15) extracted and identified CART 55-102 and CART 62-102 as two major CART fragments in rat tissues, by western blotting. As a bioactive peptide fragment, CART 55-102 has been reported to regulate behavioral and physiological responses to stress (16). CART 55-102 signaling in the PVN may mediate the neuroendocrine response to 2,4,5-trimethyl-3-thiazoline-induced predator stress (17). CART was originally discovered following the acute administration of cocaine and amphetamine into rats (11); however, it is now fully appreciated that CART 55-102 is involved in the actions of other psychostimulants, including cocaine, morphine and alcohol (18-20). As the PVN is an anatomical area that is involved in stress and CART 55-102 signaling, the modulation of CART 55-102 in the PVN in response to traumatic stress and alcohol use is highly plausible.

It is well known that stress responses generally involve the neuroendocrine system, in particular the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis (21,22). These responses are activated by the limbic and ascending brainstem, and the pontine pathways; characterized by a significant increase in the release of neuropeptide and corticotropin releasing factor from the PVN of the hypothalamus, and the secretion of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) from the anterior pituitary and glucocorticoids [corticotropin (CORT) in rats, cortisol in humans] from the adrenal glands (21). CART exists abundantly in all three areas of the HPA axis (12), suggesting its role in mediating the stress response. Circulating ACTH and CORT levels can be influenced by intracerebroventricular CART injection in male rats, indicating a marked effect of CART on the regulation of HPA axis-associated activity (23). HPA axis activation has previously been observed to be rapidly evoked by traumatic stress (24); however, it is unknown whether CART 55-102 can regulate the activation induced by trauma.

The present study aimed to determine whether alcohol-drinking behavior may be affected by traumatic stress, to further explore and confirm the role of CART 55-102 within the PVN with the administration of alcohol, and to examine the effects of CART 55-102 within the PVN on the HPA axis during trauma.

Materials and methods

Animals. A total of 120 male Sprague-Dawley rats (weight, ~150 g; age, postnatal day 33; n=6/group) were purchased from the Experimental Animal Center of Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). The rats were maintained in a controlled environment under a 12-h light-dark cycle (lights on at 7:00 a.m.), at 23±1°C and 50% humidity, with ad libitum access to food and water. Only male rats were used as female hormones may influence behavioral alterations following surgery. All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Use and Care Committee of Fudan University (Shanghai, China) and were in accordance with the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health (Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources) on animal care (25).

Drugs. Absolute ethanol (concentration ≥99.7% HeYing Chemical Corporation, Shanghai, China) was diluted to 10% (v/v) with filtered water for drinking. For intra-PVN injection, CART 55-102 (3337; Torcys Bioscience, Bristol, UK) was dissolved in normal saline (NS) to produce the following concentrations: 0.025, 0.625 and 1.25 μg/0.5 μl. In the control group, 0.5 μl NS was injected into the PVN.

Model. The rats were allowed to acclimate for a minimum of 5 days prior to experimentation. The traumatic stress paradigm was performed as previously described (24,26). In the control group, rats were administered 2% sodium pentobarbital [intraperitoneal injection (i.p.), 62 mg/kg] for anesthesia, but did not undergo trauma. Rats in the traumatic stress group were initially anesthetized in the same manner as the controls, after which a 5 cm incision was made along the abdominal median line. Viscera were exposed for 1 min to verify the absence of tissue damage, and the wounds were subsequently sutured. Similarly, the rats were then incised 6 cm along the dorsal median line and were sutured. Finally, all rats were returned to their cages and kept warm. No post-operative infection occurred.

Alcohol drinking behavior test. Rats were provided with 24 h/day access to two-bottle choice drinking (one bottle contained 10% alcohol, the other contained filtered water) for 14 days from 12:00 p.m. on days 1, 3 and 7 post-trauma (T1, T3 and T7, respectively). Non-trauma control rats were provided with two-bottle choice drinking from 12:00 p.m. on T0. The two-bottle choice drinking paradigm was applied, according to the protocol outlined by Beckwith and Czachowski (27). The positions of the alcohol bottle and water bottle were alternated daily to avoid place preference. Spillage and evaporation capacity was measured via a water bottle placed in an empty cage. The volume in the bottle prior to and following drinking activity, and the body weight of the rats were measured daily. These measurements were used to calculate the average alcohol intake over 14 days (g/kg/d). Alcohol preference was calculated by dividing the volume of alcohol consumed by the total volume of alcohol and water consumed. Food was available ad libitum during measurements.

Blood ethanol concentration (BEC) test. At the end of the 14th day of drinking behavior analysis, rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (i.p.; 62 mg/kg) then immediately decapitated to collect blood through the carotid artery, which was centrifuged (30 min, 931 x g at 4°C) to obtain serum. The serum was frozen at -80°C until use to avoid repeated freeze-thawing. BEC was measured using the EnzyChrom™ Ethanol Assay kit (ECET-100; BioAssay Systems, Hayward, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's protocol.

Radioimmunoassay (RIA). At 10:00-12:00 a.m. on T0, T1, T3 and T7, rats were first anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (i.p.; 62 mg/kg), and blood was collected through the carotid artery and then the rats were sacrificed via decapitation. The serum was separated via centrifugation (30 min, 931 x g, 4°C). Serum ACTH and CORT concentrations were measured with the RIA method (assisted by the Beijing Hua Ying Institute, Beijing, China) to evaluate HPA axis activity. Serum ACTH and CORT levels at 30 and 60 min following intra-PVN injection of saline or 1.25 μg/0.5 μl/side CART 55-102 on T3 were also obtained.
**Immunohistochemistry.** Between 10:00-12:00 a.m. on T0, T1, T3 and T7, rats were fully anaesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (i.p.; 62 mg/kg), and brains were removed following intracardial perfusion with 0.1 M PBS and 4% paraformaldehyde, following with decapitation for euthanasia of the rats, then fixed overnight at 4°C with 4% paraformaldehyde and dehydrated with sucrose (20-30% gradient sucrose) and embedded with an optimum cutting temperature compound (cat. no. 4583; Sakura Finetek USA, Inc., Torrance, CA, USA) in order to obtain 30-μm sections. Sections were used for immunohistochemical and immunofluorescence staining of CART 55-102. For immunohistochemical staining, sections were washed three times with PBS, antigen retrieval was conducted using buffer P0083 (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, Shanghai, China), and the sections were subsequently treated with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 1 h at 37°C. Following PBS washes and blocking with 5% donkey serum (017-000-121; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc., West Grove, PA, USA) in 0.3% Triton X-100 for 1 h at room temperature, the sections were incubated with a primary rabbit anti-rat antibody against CART 55-102 (1:10,000; cat. no. H-003-62; Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA) overnight at 4°C. The sections were washed three times with PBS and were then incubated with goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G antibody (1:150; A0277; Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) for 1 h at 37°C. The following day, sections were washed and incubated with avidin-biotin complex reagent for 1 h at 37°C (1:100; PK-6100; Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA). Sections were subsequently incubated with DAB (1:100; P0202; Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology). Finally, sections were washed, dehydrated with gradient alcohol, cleared with xylene and mounted with cover glass. Images of the sections were then captured with a light microscope (Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany).

**Immunofluorescence.** The sections were washed with PBS and incubated with blocking agent for 1 h, prior to incubation overnight at 4°C with the following primary antibodies: Rabbit anti-CART 55-102 polyclonal antibody (1:1,000; H-003-62; Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Inc.), mouse anti-neuronal marker (NeuN) monoclonal antibody (1:1,000; MAB377; EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), mouse anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) monoclonal antibody (1:400; 3670; Cell Signaling Technology Inc., Danvers, MA, USA), and goat anti-ionized calcium-binding adaptor 1 (IBA1) polyclonal antibody (1:400; ab5076; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA). The sections were rinsed three times for 10 min in PBS and incubated with corresponding secondary antibodies (cat. nos. A-11008; conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 and A-21203; conjugated with Alexa Fluor 594; 1:1000; cat. no. A-11058; conjugated with Alexa Fluor 594; 1:2,000; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) for 2 h at room temperature. Immunofluorescent images were captured under a confocal scanning laser microscope (FluoView 10-ASW; Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) following washes of the sections.

**PVN injection of CART 55-102.** When Sprague Dawley rats were ~200 g, they were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (i.p.; 62 mg/kg), and maintained on isoflurane then a guide cannula was bilaterally implanted in the PVN of the hypothalamus (anterior/posterior, -1.5 mm; medial/lateral, ±0.4 mm; and dorsal/ventral, -8.0 mm) and canulæs were anchored to the skull with screws and dental cement. For analgesia, fentanyl (10 μg/kg) was intramuscularly injected immediately after the surgery (28). The rats recovered for a period of 8 days; recovery of the circadian rhythm was ensured prior to conducting traumatic stress, performed as described in the Model subsection. Between 10:00-12:00 a.m. on T3, rats were injected with 0.5 μl NS or 0.025, 0.625 and 1.25 μg/0.5 μl/side CART 55-102 at a rate of 0.5 μl/min (0.5 μl/side NS was injected into the PVN, and employed as the control group in the experiment). Prior to the 14-day drinking behavior experiment, the injection cannulae were maintained for an additional 1 min. Measurements of alcohol consumption, preference and BEC were conducted as aforementioned.

**Statistical analysis.** Data are presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean of 5 repeated experiments. Data obtained from measuring alcohol drinking behavior, CART 55-102 expression levels, and ACTH and CORT levels post-trauma of the groups were compared by one-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey or Newman-Keuls post hoc tests using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) v19.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). To compare levels of ACTH and CORT following CART 55-102 micro-injection, an unpaired Student's t-test was conducted using SPSS. Pearson's Correlation Analysis (2-tailed) between alcohol preference and ACTH and CORT levels was also performed through SPSS. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

**Results.**

**Traumatic stress enhances subsequent alcohol drinking behavior in rats from T3.** To determine the effects of traumatic stress on subsequent alcohol drinking behavior, rats exposed to trauma were randomly assigned to the T1, T3 and T7 groups, which were given access to 10% alcohol or water on T1, T3 and T7, respectively, for 14 days. As presented in Fig. 1A, alcohol intake in the T1 and T3 groups was significantly increased compared with in the control group (P=0.016, P=0.001; Fig. 1A); alcohol preference in the T3 group also significantly increased compared with in the control group (P=0.001; Fig. 1A); alcohol preference in the T3 group also exhibited a similar increase (P<0.01; Fig. 1B). Additionally, the BEC of T3 rats measured near the termination of the alcohol behavior test exhibited a similar trend to intake and preference (P=0.001; Fig. 1C). Therefore, initiation of drinking from T3 may increase subsequent alcohol drinking behavior. Conversely, drinking from T7 reversed the rising trend, suggesting that T3 may be a key time point for evoking reinforced alcohol self-administration during stress development.

**CART 55-102 in the PVN exhibits an inhibitory effect on subsequent drinking behavior.** To evaluate the effects of CART 55-102 in the PVN on alcohol drinking behavior, immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence were performed on samples from T0, T1, T3 and T7. Immunohistochemistry demonstrated that CART 55-102 in the PVN was markedly decreased in the T1 and T3 groups compared with in the...
control group, particularly on T3 (P=0.015; Fig. 2A and B); this appeared to correlate with the concomitant increase in alcohol consumption and preference from T3. The data of the present study suggested that CART 55-102 in the PVN may suppress subsequent and long periods of drinking behavior. Confocal immunofluorescence labeling indicated that CART 55-102 was abundantly expressed in the PVN (Fig. 3A). In the PVN, the majority of CART 55-102 immunoreactive cells were co-localized with NeuN (Fig. 3B), but not with GFAP, an astrocytic marker (Fig. 3C) or IBA1, a microglial marker (Fig. 3D).

Subsequently, recombinant CART 55-102 or saline was bilaterally injected into the PVN on T3, followed by the 14-day drinking behavior test. Repeated analysis of one-way ANOVA indicated that alcohol intake, preference and BEC exhibited a dose-dependent decrease in rats treated with 0.025, 0.625 and 1.25 μg/0.5 μl/side CART 55-102 (Fig. 4). The intake, preference and BEC in the group treated with 1.25 μg/0.5 μl/side CART 55-102 exhibited a marked decrease compared with the saline group (P=0.002, P=0.013, P=0.002; Fig. 4). These findings suggested that CART 55-102 in the PVN may exert a negative role in the regulation of alcohol drinking behavior post-trauma.

**HPA axis hyperactivity may be reversed by CART 55-102 administration into the PVN.** Traumatic stress has been reported to serve a key role in the endocrine system, particularly the HPA axis (29). The results of a RIA indicated that the HPA axis exhibited hyperactivity in the T3 group as measured by serum ACTH and CORT levels (P=0.003, P=0.02; Fig. 5A and B); however, CORT concentration on T1 and T7 also revealed a partial increase. The correlation between CART 55-102 and the HPA axis has been noted previously (23,30). To explore the effects of CART 55-102 administration on HPA axis activity,
Figure 3. Immunoreactive CART 55-102 cells are mainly localized in PVN neurons. (A) CART 55-102 was abundantly expressed in the PVN. (B) CART 55-102 was mainly co-localized with the neuronal marker NeuN but not with (C) astrocytic marker GFAP or (D) microglial marker IBA1. White arrows indicate double-labeled cells. Scale bar: 100 μm. CART 55-102, cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript 55-102; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; IBA1, ionized calcium-binding adaptor; NeuN, neuronal marker; PVN, paraventricular nucleus.

Figure 4. Intra-PVN CART 55-102 injection reduces alcohol drinking behavior in a dose-dependent manner. The rats were injected with saline, 0.025, 0.625 or 1.25 μg/0.5 μl/side CART 55-102 into the PVN on day 3 post-trauma (n=6/group). (A) Alcohol intake, (B) preference, and (C) BEC were significantly decreased in CART 55-102-treated rats compared with saline-treated rats. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 vs. the saline group. BEC, blood ethanol concentration; CART 55-102, cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript 55-102; PVN, paraventricular nucleus.
the ACTH and CORT concentrations on T3 at 30 and 60 min following intra-PVN CART 55-102 injection (1.25 μg) were examined, since 1.25 μg CART 55-102 had the most significant effect on drinking behavior in rats. A significant alteration in ACTH and CORT levels was not observed at 30 min between the CART 55-102- and saline-treated groups (Fig. 5C and D). However, at 60 min, CORT levels in CART 55-102-treated rats were significantly decreased compared with in the saline group (P=0.0068; Fig. 5F), indicating that CART 55-102 may reverse the excessive CORT levels on T3. In addition, the

Figure 5. Hyperactivity of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis on T3 is reversed by intra-PVN injection of CART 55-102. (A) Serum ACTH and (B) serum CORT concentrations on T0, T1, T3 and T7 were measured by radioimmunossay; concentration on T3 was significantly increased (n=6/group). CART 55-102 (1.25 μg/0.5 μl/side) was injected into the PVN on T3. (C and D) ACTH and (E and F) CORT levels were evaluated at (C and E) 30 min and (D and F) 60 min post-injection; increased CORT levels on T3 were reversed by CART 55-102 administration at 60 min. The positive correlation between alcohol preference and (G) ACTH and (H) CORT levels at 60 min following CART 55-102 micro-injection was analyzed. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 vs. the control group. ACTH, adrenocorticotrophic hormone; CART 55-102, cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript 55-102; CORT, corticosterone; PVN, paraventricular nucleus.
correlation analysis between alcohol preference and ACTH and CORT levels at 60 min following CART 55-102 microinjection revealed a positive correlation (P<0.001, P<0.001; Fig. 5G and 5H). These data suggested that the HPA axis may be involved in the regulation of alcohol drinking behavior.

In summary, administration of CART 55-102 into the PVN may suppress reinforced alcohol drinking behavior induced by traumatic stress, potentially through the disturbance of HPA axis hyperactivity.

Discussion

The physiological and behavioral response of the body to counteract any factors that perturb and then reinstate homeostasis is known as the stress response. Stress has been reported to have a determinant effect on producing behavioral sequelae (31-33). In humans, traumatic stress is a common stressor, and can result in surgical trauma, brain injury and skin damage. The Defense Survey of Health Related Behaviors among Active Duty Military Personnel (HRB Survey) indicated that military trauma can alcohol abuse in soldiers (34). Koob and Le Moal (35) also suggested drug abuse as a pathology induced by direct ties to the stress response via an allostatic mechanism. The present study explored the time-course effect of traumatic stress on subsequent alcohol drinking behavior in Sprague Dawley rats. Notably, traumatic stress markedly increased subsequent alcohol consumption and preference, particularly following drinking from T3. During traumatic stress, the organism undergoes a constantly changing recovery process, from a progressively pathological to a normal state. Wan et al (36) reported that hepatolobectomy in rats can trigger astroglial and microglial excessive activation in the brain on day 3, whereas the neuroglia may fully return to a nonreactive state on day 7 post-surgery. Therefore, T3 may be considered a turning point that means turning to the recovery mode. Additionally, other studies support the findings of the present study, since they have demonstrated that stress is an important factor correlated with changes to drinking behavior (32,37). Notably, the present study indicated the important role of traumatic stress in the regulation of voluntary alcohol consumption, and provided a broader line of thought for the treatment of patients that abuse alcohol, although several differences between drinking patterns in humans and research animals exist.

CART is synthesized in neuroendocrine cells of the parvocellular and the magnocellular hypothalamus; CART 55-102 is abundant in the nuclear area of the PVN. The present study suggested that CART 55-102 immunoreactivity within the PVN was prominently reduced on T3, with the majority co-localized within neurons. In addition, the administration of CART 55-102 into the PVN prevented reinforced drinking behavior on T3 in a dose-dependent manner. These results suggested that CART 55-102 within the PVN serves a protective role for the organism by suppressing alcohol consumption. In other studies, it has also been observed that CART 55-102 can negatively modulate drug-seeking behaviors. King et al (38) demonstrated the role of CART in mediating the rewarding or motivational properties of ethanol; intracerebroventricular administration of CART 55-102 prevented the context-induced reinstatement of alcohol-seeking behaviors in rats. Intra-accumbens nucleus shell injection of CART 55-102 also attenuated the reinstatement of alcohol-seeking behaviors in a dose-dependent manner; no effect was reported with the CART 1-27 fragment (20). The effects of CART 55-102 on psychostimulants are complex, and brain region- and dose-dependent. Administration of active CART 55-102 into the ventral tegmental area was reported to promote a conditioned place preference, similar to that induced by cocaine or amphetamine (39). In addition, context-induced reinstatement of alcohol-seeking behaviors was reduced with active CART 55-102 administration into the intra-nucleus accumbens (20). The suppressive and reinforcing roles of CART 55-102 in drug abuse are associated with its location and interactions. However, the role of CART 55-102 in supporting and inhibiting the effects of drugs is complex and is not only observed in rodent behavioral studies.

The present study focused on the functional role of the hypothalamic PVN in alcohol consumption. As the primary site of the HPA axis, the PVN harbors the cholinergic basal forebrain neurons that serve a crucial role in regulating the ACTH-CORT system in response to stress (40). Dandekar et al (41) revealed a significant increase in CART-immunoreactive cells and fibers following 24 h of alcohol withdrawal and a marked loss of CART-immunoreactivity from cells in the PVN at 48 h. Chen et al (42) supported the suggestion that several peptides in the hypothalamic PVN can increase alcohol consumption by promoting distinct aspects of the drinking response. These studies have provided the evidence that suggest the profound role of PVN in alcohol drinking behavior. The results of the present study indicated that CART 55-102 in the PVN may mediate the association between traumatic stress and subsequent alcohol consumption. Therefore, CART 55-102 may be a biological factor in determining vulnerability to drug abuse as well as a potential therapeutic target to post-trauma alcohol abuse.

The modulatory role served by CART 55-102 has been noted to be involved in the stress response (17,43). Expression of CART 55-102 in the PVN was modulated with traumatic stress; the lowest level of expression was reported on T3. HPA axis activity was markedly upregulated on T3, with excessive circulating ACTH and CORT levels. However, the elevated levels of CORT were reversed via CART 55-102 microinjection into the PVN at 60 min; the ACTH levels exhibited an insignificant decrease at 60 min. These data suggested that CART 55-102 may serve a role in the control of adrenal function during trauma. An association between CART 55-102 and the HPA axis has been identified; however, it has also been suggested that CART 55-102 administration into the PVN may stimulate HPA axis activity with an associated increase in plasma ACTH (23,44). This discrepancy may be explained by the use of different animal models. Sprague Dawley rats exposed to trauma were used in the present study compared with healthy Wistar rats used by Stanley et al (23). The neurobiological mechanisms differ significantly in different animal models. The HPA axis may be involved in the regulation of alcohol drinking behavior as suggested by the positive correlation between alcohol preference and ACTH and CORT levels; CART 55-102 may serve an inhibitory role in alcohol drinking behavior via the HPA axis in traumatic rats.

In the present study, alcohol intake and preference following treatment with CART 55-102 were measured
over 14 days. The results revealed that a single injection of CART 55-102 on T3 prolonged the 14-day inhibitory effect on drinking behavior. Hyperactivity observed in the HPA axis on T3 was followed by long-term reinforced drinking behavior; however, CART 55-102 reversed the increased serum levels CORT and may regulate long-term alcohol self-administration. The effects of CORT on alcohol consumption were not determined in the present study; however, the results detected a positive correlation between the two factors. Previous studies have revealed that the interaction between CORT and the dopaminergic system in the nucleus accumbens may facilitate the reinforcing effects of alcohol and other drugs (45-47). Therefore, CART 55-102 may serve an inhibitory role in drinking behavior through the disruption of excessive CORT serum levels; however, more evidence is required from future investigations.

In conclusion, the results of the present study demonstrated that traumatic stress significantly increased subsequent alcohol intake and preference from T3. In addition, the majority of CART 55-102 in the PVN was localized to neurons. The results suggested that CART 55-102 may serve an inhibitory effect on alcohol consumption in a dose-dependent manner, which may be due to reduced hyperactivity of the HPA axis. The results suggested that CART 55-102 may negatively modulate the behavioral effect of alcohol abuse and may serve as a therapeutic target to reduce alcohol addiction in the clinical setting.
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